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The central processing unit (CPU)
Consists of
A. control units

B. Arithmetic and logic unit

C. Registers

D. All of these

All of these is the Correct Answer

CPU consists of:
CPU consists of the following things

Control Unit:

This part controls the input and output devices.

Arithmetic Logic

Unit this is often the part that does all the working out: it does all the maths and
makes the choices.

Registers:

Registers are associated with fetching information from RAM, a set of storage
registers located on separate chips from the CPU: Memory buffer register (MBR)
Memory data register (MDR) Memory address register (MAR)
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Central processing unit (CPU)
A central processing unit, also called a central processor, main processor or just
processor, is the electronic circuitry within a computer that executes instructions
that make up a computer program. Wikipedia

Computer Science MCQs by CSSMCQs

Computer Science MCQs by CSSMCQs

Computer MCQs:
In this section, you will find Computer Fundamental MCQs, Computer MCQs, MS
Office, MS Excel, MS Word, MCQ on Internet, MCQ Quiz KPPSc MCQs, MCQ of
Computer Science, NTS GAT, Computer has become a most demandable thing in
any work. Almost all departments have computer need. And it every important to
know the basic knowledge of computer. If you want to get a job or admission
related to the computer, you must prepare online for computer science MCQ’S
questions and answers.

Most of the test conductors like FPSC, NTS, KPPSC, PPSC and others, are adding
computer knowledge MCQs in their test patron. Having a good command on the
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computer is very necessary. Here are some MCQs related to the Computer from
basic to advance will help our readers to secure high marks in the computer
portion of the test.

Furthermore, if you want to contribute you can also Submit English MCQs. If
you are willing to take Online Quiz, Click HERE.

Click Here for Online MCQs Quiz Now
Click Here toSubmit MCQs
Log In
Register if you don't have an Account.
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